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Cooperation
שיתוף פעולות
Shituf pe’ulah

Journeys—agreeing where and when to go together as a group; planning for a trip

Sibling relationships; community relationships - minyan

Gemilut chasidim—acts of loving kindness, including visiting the sick, helping others

Journeys and directions; Folkdance “Ufaratzta - ופרצת "And you shall spread to the east and to the west… Gen 28:14

Pomegranates and the Crown of Solomon, Seven species, Rosh Hashanah

Vocabulary rimon, sheva minim

Fairness in bargaining - don’t haggle if you’re not going to buy.

Generosity in Torah: Abraham feeding guests, Rebecca at the well, community giving gifts to build the Mishkan

Hanukah, Gifts – what makes a good gift? Giving of oneself / giving up something of your own

Shavuot; spiritual journeys

Journey of Ruth and Naomi – caring for one another; Peah, leket, and shechicha – leaving the gleanings for the needy

Sibling relationships; community relationships - minyan

Tefilat haderech prayer

Journeys and directions; Folkdance “Ufaratzta - ופרצת "And you shall spread to the east and to the west… Gen 28:14

Generosity: Abraham feeding guests, Rebecca at the well, community giving gifts to build the Mishkan

Vocabulary rimon, sheva minim

Journeys—agreeing where and when to go together as a group; planning for a trip

Journey of Ruth and Naomi – caring for one another; Peah, leket, and shechicha – leaving the gleanings for the needy

Vocabulary rimon, sheva minim